






CONTACT ANUJ THAKUR
anujkumarthakur.co.in@gmail.com

7247390554

H.no.711 ,shahi naka ,garha ,jabalpur
,madhya pradesh 482003

01-04-2016 - 30-12-
2016

05-03-2017 - 03-04-
2021

2013

2015

2020

2020

To obtain and secure a position that will enable that will enable to use my skills , ability
to work well with people ,quick seeken skill and energetic person have to quick learn
any skills for my better career .

Vodafone (jabalpur)
Marketing management
I am marketing analyst at vodafone (jabalpur) .I make sure where go through
marketing and how can it manageable .

SANATIVE academy
Physics teacher
I am a also physics teacher for IIT- JEE  and respectively classes of 11th and 12th . I
would like to teach because teacher has ability to change the whole world .

State board
10th 
76.4%

State board
12th (PCM) 
89.4%

RGPV ( Shri Ram institute of science & Technology)
Bachelor of Engineering (B.E.) Electronics & communication 
6.89

Learn digital by GOOGLE inc.
Google digital marketing 
1st division

I have a lot of experience in Word ,excel ,telecommunications,and some basic
commands in computer .

I m a hardworking and decent girl. I have an aptitude skill to communicate others.

I have a lot of skill of computer languages like html ,java scipt to code and design
software architecture.

OBJECTIVE

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

SKILLS

PROJECTS



Internals hip advertising agency training
I have complete a project and training  at advitising agency of 60 days . great
opportunity to work with them . I m working with back office and technical feilds . that
great training to increase my potential and grade up step ahead to my career .

Indrustial training at All india radio (jabalpur)
I am in college and project for complete electronic and communication engg. With
indrustial training which I would to join and complete certificate for 15 days training .

I have been played several roles of activity at school and colleges . Like cricket
,baseball and chess .I have a certificate of chess tournament in class 10th . and I also
hounerd at republic day in school for topper of the school .

Date of Birth : 02/03/1998

Marital Status : Unmarried

Nationality : Indian

Able. I m able to handle multiple tasks on a daily basis .

Creative. I use a creative approach to problem solve .

Dependable. I m a dependable person who is great at time management 

Energetic. I m always energetic and eager to learn new skills .

Imaginative . I work with the team to provide imaginative solutions for our customers .

Sense of humour. Even though I take my work seriously ,I do have a good sense of
humour.

"I solemnly declare that the information furnished above is free from errors to the best
of my knowledge and belief" .

Digital marketing certified by GOOGLE GAR
I have a certificate by GOOGLE inc for digital marketing .I have learnd their as 
Digital marketing skills 
SEO(search engine optimization)
SEM(search engine management )
Social media marketing 
Web analytics 
Internet researcher 
Web hosting 
Organic search 
Advertising in web tool 
And many more ....
I learnd and seeken all the topics and analysis my skill .
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